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ARTICLE INFO  ABSTRACT 
 
 

Building a knowledge representation depends on specific skills such as: understanding of modeled 
reality (it is also called Domain), knowledge of the representation language and, mainly, capacity 
of abstraction. The process involves such degree of complexity, demanding of the modeling 
agente an expertise to define axioms (roles) on the conceptual elements, determining constraints 
and redefining new concepts. This paper presents the proposal of a new conceptual modeling 
method called Mobi (Instance-based Ontology Modeling) detailing its Process, Editor, Formal 
Elements and Inference Engine. This method seeks to simplify the representation of abstractions, 
since the modeling agent builds sceneries through the association of instances and its inference 
engine identify types of relations and cardinalities. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Conceptual modeling is an activity of observing an 
environment and creating representations in a notation known 
and accepted by the scientific community. The construction of 
a conceptual model depends on the understanding of the 
reality, the model notation of the language, the purpose of the 
representation (modeling a system, creating a taxonomy, etc.) 
and the capacity for abstraction by the modeler agent. In the 
modeling process the modeler agent gradually makes an 
approximation of reality, encoding it in a notation. According 
to Kotiadis & Robinson (2008), the agent modeler must 
determine which aspects should be included, excluded, and the 
level of detail of what he wants to model and solve a given 
problem. The research field and proposals for ways of 
modeling are rich and it depends on the context for 
International Journal of Development Research XXXXXXX 
which the model applies. Mathematics and Logic have the 
basis for the modeling activity, because they present a set of 
techniques and formal languages appropriate to represent facts  

 
of the reality or simulate a natural phenomena. The 
mathematical formalization ensures accuracy and allows its 
applicability in a variety of contexts. In the context of 
Computer Science, an area that uses the mathematical basis, 
conceptual modeling has also been extensively studied. It has 
been generating a variety of techniques and languages: (i) the 
Relational Model proposed by Edgar Frank Codd in 1970 in 
his famous article ”A Relational Model of Data for Large 
Shared Data Banks” (Codd, 1970); (ii) in the 90s, the UML 
(Unified Modeling Language) proposed by Booch et al. 
(1999); (iii) technique to class modeling as Case-based 
reasoning (CBR) (Watson & Gardingen ,1999); (iv) the 
Behavior Driven Development (BDD) (Chelimsky ,2010); (v) 
the test-driven development (Tort et al., 2011). These 
techniques or languages are not always mutually excludent, 
they complement each other adding graphical elements of 
representation to assist in the modeling process. In 1991, the 
research group DARPA Knowledge Sharing Effort proposed a 
new method for conceptual modeling called Ontology. It can 
define as: ”An ontology defines the basic terms and relations 
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comprising the vocabulary of a topic area, as well to the rules 
for combining terms and relations to define extensions to the 
vocabulary” (Neches & Fikes, 1991). Ontology as a modeling 
method is based on Logic, and the possibilities of inferences 
are expressed by a formal language, such as Ontology Web 
Language (OWL) (Smith et al., 2011). OWL is based on 
Description Logic which is a subset of Predicate Logic and it 
has necessary requirements for the modeling process and the 
building of ontology (Baader et al., 2003). It is well know that 
the ontology and other modeling techniques are still in 
evolution process and have incorporated innovations. 
Regarding the Ontology, its degree of maturity and popularity 
is lower than other models perhaps due to its recent history. 
However, there is also a broad set of issues, methodologies and 
tools that supports Ontology. The most popular methods are: 
Methontology, Method 101, Cyc, Uschold (Uschold, 1991) 
(Noy & Mcguinness, 2001).  
 
Beside these, new models are being build by researchers from 
this area, such as proposed by Bautista-Zambrana (Bautista-
Zambrana, 2015), in his paper ”Methodologies to build 
ontologies for terminological purposes”. This work has his 
model focused on the extraction of terms and detection of 
relations, passing through the build of a terms glossary or a 
taxonomy, to then build ontologies. Once modeled, an 
ontology has many applicabilities. In the case of the Semantic 
Web, Ontology aimed at organizing information through 
metadata, assigning semantics to the data. There are also 
applications such as bioinformatics’ Gene Ontology Project 
(www.geneontology.org) that aims to standardize the 
descriptions of the gene, ensuring that several research groups 
work on the same vocabulary. The Ontology modeling method 
has the challenge to reduce the complexity of the modelling 
process. The person responsible to model the domain area (e.g. 
bioinformatics) are usually not experts in logic or formal 
languages. It is important to reduce the complexity of those 
methods since many formal languages differ from the natural 
language (Breitman et al., 2006). Reinforcing this issue, 
Baader et al. (2003) points out the usability of knowledge 
representation as a critical element in the modeling process of 
Ontology.  
 
This paper presents a method named as M-Mobi (Method of 
Modeling Ontology Based on Instances) which is based on the 
construction of scenarios by describing a set of relations that 
map the association between a minimum group of instances 
needed to characterize a relation (reference instances). It also 
demonstrates the modelling process, the formal specification 
and the set of elements and rules that composes it. Another 
issue presented in this paper is the materialization of method 
into a tool called Web-Mobi Editor. To understand the degree 
of effectiveness of the method and its editor, this paper also 
presents brief the implementation analysis of a practical 
experiment with two groups of participants who modeled 
Ontology in the Scientific Congress domain. The paper is 
organized as follows. Section 2 presents the principles, the 
characteristics, the components, the process and the support 
tool for the M-Mobi. Section 3 details the formal elements and 
the inference engine of the M-Mobi. Section 4 is a partially 
modeled an Election Ontology, illustrating the method and 
Web-Mobi Editor. The goal is to show how an inference 
engine assists this process. Section 5 presents the practical 
experiments applied to M-Mobi. Section 6 presents the 
conclusions and final measurements on the method M-Mobi. 
 

Principles, Characteristics, Components, Process and 
Support Tool for M-Mobi: The philosophical principles of 
the current paradigms of modeling Ontology are based on a 
strategy ”Top-Down” with a focus on generalizations. M-Mobi 
seeks an approach to not only the “Top-Down” but also 
”Bottom-Up”. It can be observed that the class-based modeling 
(Top-Down) is common to both, the traditional Object 
Oriented modeling methods, Relation Entity and the modeling 
Ontology methods. The consequences of this are that the UML 
tools such as ArgoUML, Enterprise Architect, Rational Rose, 
etc. and also the coding ontology editors like Prot´eg´e, Altova 
SemanticWorks, etc., which are graded in the ”Top-Down” 
paradigm. It is needed to be emphasized that the goal of M-
Mobi is not to be a counterpoint to the existing methods and 
tools, but a ”Bottom-Up” modeling method to complement 
based on class, focusing on the process as a starting point in 
identifying the relation between groups of instances. The 
essential feature of the M-Mobi is the possibility of 
incorporation and/or creation of techniques that minimize the 
effort of the modeler agent in transforming abstract elements 
in a formal notation, which means assist her in the process of 
modeling a domain. In the Fig. 1 is sketched how the M-Mobi 
acts in the process of modeling Ontology. For this scheme, 
there is a group of modeling agents divided into two main 
roles: domain expert and an expert in logic and formal 
language. These two roles have very different backgrounds 
and expertise, but they need to interact and act together in this 
process. The Domain Expert is who holds the knowledge about 
what should be modeled. For example, a geologist models a 
structure to represent a set of rocks in a region. In the M-Mobi, 
the Geologist expert will build and insert association scenarios 
between instances to reach the general rules of a relation (step 
(i) in Fig. 1). The model that was built in the M-Mobi is 
described in a formal language based on Description Logics 
(step (ii) in Fig. 1).  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Interaction between the Moderator Group and M-Mobi 
 
The role of expert in logic and formal language is to analyze 
the generated Ontology and extend most complex rules, which 
were not modeled in the previous process with the M-Mobi 
(step Finally, to validate the model, the domain expert could, 
for example, analyse whether the generated Ontology meets 
the needs of application that was generated by checking the 
assertiveness of the final artifacts of application (step (iv) in 
Fig. 1). The main component for modeling in M-Mobi’s 
notation is the relation between groups of instances that 
consists of: (i) two reference groups of instances:  
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Fig. 2. Process for Ontology Modeling according to M-MOBI 
 
Group A and B, (ii) relations between instances of the groups 
A and B, called association, (iii) determination of the type of 
relation that can be Inheritance, Equivalence and Composition. 
To ensure concision in the process of modeling, the M-Mobi 
was designed by well-defined formal elements (see Section 3). 
The formalization allowed transforming abstract ideas and 
concepts into a model with an explicit notation about rules that 
ensure the M-MOBI integrity. The M-Mobi is independent of a 
computational solution and can be used manually. The 
ontology modeling process of a domain in the M-Mobi follows 
the scheme of Fig. 2. In the M-Mobi, modeler agent seeks 
identify and construct the set of relations between instances. 
An important point in this process is that by applying a set of 
rules internalized in the M-Mobi (more detail in subsection 
3.3), it can automatically get the type of relation (Inheritance, 
Equivalence and Composition). This aims to help the modeler 
agent to determine the type of relation and its characteristics, 
such as domain, range and ownership characteristics 
(functional, functional inverse, symmetric, etc.) and 
cardinality. Therefore, by mapping the relations between the 
instances, it can be deduced the rules and the axioms 
governing the explicited knowledge in the relation. The tool 
for to supporting the method is the Mobi Editor which 
performs the policies of the M-Mobi. The construction of a 
computational solution for the M-Mobi not only allowed a 
validation of their specification, but also the application of the 
method in practical experiments (see Section 5). By using the 
Editor, the modeler agent can graphically create relations, 
linking a group of instances through connection in a ”Bottom-
Up” vision of the model. After assembling the relation, it is 
shown on the right side of the Editor a class diagram with a 
”Top-Down” vision of the entire modeled domain. Another 
feature of the tool is the translation of a model in M-Mobi 
notation to one in OWL format notation, allowing the 
interoperability of ontology that was generated from other 
software and applications. The automation of the method has 
brought other benefits, such as: reuse of classifications and 
instances, sharing the modeled scheme between teams, the 
automatically identification of the relation type by the 
inference engine and persistence of information. 
 
M-Mobi Formalization 
 
To formalize the M-Mobi various structural components were 
specified. The method’s functional requirements define the 
fundamental rules that govern all other components, they are: 
 
 RF1 - In the conceptual modeling of a domain, 

mechanisms must be provided to begin modeling the 
construction of scenarios, identifying a group of instances 
that establish general rules (axioms) for the other 
instances. 

 RF2 - In the semantic categorization, an instance must be 
allowed to be classified in more than one class. In the M-
Mobi, for example, an instance of the class ”Person” can 
be linked or unlinked to the classes ”Professor”, 
”Student” and ”Employee”. Techniques to help in 
naming classes can also be adopted such as (Aguilera et 
al., 2013). 

 RF3 - In the creation of instances, the precept of one 
unity must be obeyed, whereas in the M-Mobi the 
instances are unique for all modeled domain and for those 
that will be modeled. 

 RF4 - Through the association between instances, the 
modeler agent must be assisted to infer the type of 
relation to be established. The modeler agent will be 
helped in the choosing process of the relation type. The 
relation types may vary between inheritance, equivalence 
or composition. 

 

Based on the requirements and objectives of the method, there 
were defined the formal elements of the M-Mobi which are 
based on Description Logics and the set theory. As seen in the 
previous section, the relations in the M-Mobi are modeling 
semantic structures composed of a group of instances and its 
associations. The formal elements of the Mobi for this 
formalization are grouped by the following categories will be 
detailed further: domains definition; mapping between 
domains; the types of relationships that map associations 
between instances; and inference engine. 
 

Domains definition: Determines sets which group the 
structural elements of Mobi, instances, classes and domains. 
 

 Mobi Domain Definition (DDMobi): It is the set 
comprising all instances of the model. 
 

DDMobi = {xi such that xi is a instace and i = 1,...,n}  (1) 
 

 Domain Class (DC): It is a set comprising all classes of 
the model. Each class has a set of instances that satisfy the 
same characteristics. 

 

DC = {Cj such that Cj is a class and j = 1,...,n} (2) 
 

 Domain of Application (DA): It is a set that combines 
specific application domains. Each specific application 
domain represents a cut of the world or an area of 
knowledge to be modeled, and it is structured through its 
Instances, Classes and Relations. 

 

DA = {DAEl such that DAEl is a specific application domain 
and l = 1,...,n}  (3)  
 

Mapping between domains: It is a way of relating Instances 
with Classes, Classes with Specific Application Domains and 
Classes with Classes, or a Relation. 
 

 Mapping Class (C): Define the mapping Class (C) as the 
relation of DDMobi in DC. This mapping relates instances 
with their respective Classes. So, a set of instances with the 
same structural characteristics represents a Class. C : 
DDMobi → DC 

  
Cj = {xk such that xk are instances that satify the class rules and  
k = 1,...,n} (4) 
 

then the instances xi ∈ DDMobi should meet the definition of 
the class rules. Observations on the mapping class (C): 
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 (i) ∀xi;i = 1,...,n → ∃ at least one xk ∈ Cj,1 
that is, a class has to be related to at least 

 
(ii) The intersection Cj ∩ Ck to j 6= k, j,k

different of ,that is, the same instance can
more class of DC. 

n 
 
 (iii) In conclusion the S Ci is the coverage of

the instances belonging to all 
i=1 
classes that represent the set DDMobi. 
 
• Mapping Application (A): Define 
Application (A) of CD in AD. This mapping 
with their Specific Application Domains. A : 
 
DAEl = {Ck such that Ck are class that satisfy
Specific Application Domains } 
 
then the classes Ck ∈ DC then the classes determine
structure of an Specific Appplication Domain.
the mapping Application (A): 
 

 
Fig. 3. Example of Mapping Between Domains.

 
(i) An specific class Ck ∈ DC populate one
Specific Application Domain DAEl;l = 1,...,n.
 
(ii) On construction of mapping Applicatino
1,..,n;∃ at least one Ck ∈ DAEl. 
 (iii) How different classes can map the
differents DAE may also contain the same
way should be observed that the mapping A 
of the DC domain because: 
 

)
 
 Mapping Relation (R): Define the mapping

(R) of CjinCk. This mapping relates two
Specific Application Domains. 

 
R : Cj → Ck, when that Cj,CK ∈ DAEl;j,k = 1,...,n
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 ≤ k ≤ n;j = 1,...,n, 
 one instance. 

j,k = 1,...,n; can be 
can populate two or 

of DDMobi, that is, 

 the mapping of 
relates the Classes 
 DC → DA 

satisfy the rules of 
 (5) 

determine the generic 
Domain. Observations on 

 

Fig. 3. Example of Mapping Between Domains. 

one and just one 
. 

Applicatino (A):∀DAEl;l = 

the same Instance 
same Instance. Either 

 defines a partition 

) when m 6= n  (6) 

mapping of Relation 
two Classes within a 

,...,n 

R = {Cj,Ck such that Cj,Ck are 
relationship of Specific Application
 
(i) Can have a self relationship 
(ii) A R : f(xa) → xb, being that
Instance xb ∈ Ck;a = b ∨ a 6= b;
 

Fig. 4. Example of Mapping Relation to Domain Academic
 
The Fig. 3 illustrates the use of
and their mappings for specific
and Academic. Structural elements
 
 DDMobi = {iEduardo,iCamila,iPedro,iMaria
 DC = {Professor,Student,V
 DA = {Cycling,Academic}
 
The mapping elements as the 
notation Mobi are structured in
 

DA = Academic,then DAE
CProfessor = {iEduardo,iCamila
{iMaria,iPedro} 
 
DA = Cycling, then DAECycling
{iEduardo,iCamila} and CCyclist
 
To illustrate how the formal
construction of a ”Relation”, in
mapping a relation to the 
Academic. 
 

DA = Academic, then DAEAcademic
CProfessor → CStudent R : 
{(iEduardo,iPedro),(iEduardo,iMaria
is a kind of relation of 
cardinality=1 and maximum=n
 
 

Detailing the types of Relations
 
There are three types of relation
Equivalence and Composition. 
modeling of a domain, the modeler
associations between instances
general rules of a relation.
equivalence, associative and partitive
modeler agent can establish relations
is simple and requires the modeler
linking instances in Relations of
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 classes that satisfy the rules of 
Application Domain} (7) 

 or a endorrelao,then j = k. 
that the instance xa ∈ Cj and the 
;a,b = 1,..,n. 

 
 

Relation to Domain Academic 

of formal elements of the Mobi 
specific application domains Cycling 
elements Mobi for this example are: 

iEduardo,iCamila,iPedro,iMaria} 
Professor,Student,V endor,Cyclist} 

} 

 layout of Fig. 3 and the formal 
in the 

DAEAcademic Mapping Class(C): 
iEduardo,iCamila} and CStudent = 

ycling Mapping Class(C): CV endor = 
yclist = {iEduardo} 

formal elements are applied in the 
in Fig. 4 presents an example of 
 specific application domain 

cademic Mapping Relation(C): R : 
 f(x) → y such that (x,y) = 

iEduardo,iMaria)} where f(x) = Orients 
 ”Association” of minimum 

maximum=n . 

Relations 

relation in the M-Mobi: Inheritance, 
 As it was already mentioned, in 

modeler agent should define the 
instances of two classes to determine the 

relation. The hierarchical structures, 
partitive are the form of how the 
relations in M-Mobi. The process 

modeler agent to assembly scenarios 
of a domain.  
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Therefore, each type of M-Mobi’s relation are detailed. R 
hierarchical is a type of Relation that given two Classes 
Ca,Cb, it is possible to assert that exists the Relation Ca 
pInheritance Cb, i.e., Cb kind−of Ca if, and only if, Ca 6= Cb 
and there is at least one relation that links instances which are 
equal and belong to the classes Ca e Cb. For Ca class to be 
defined as a class of a highest hierarchy (a superclass), there 
must be some element (instance) of Ca unrelated to Cb. This 
last question is what differs a R inheritance Relation of R 
equivalence Relation, but the relation with the condition of 
being a R hierarchica will never be a R composition. R 
equivalence is a relation to model Classes which are 
synonyms. Given two classes Ca and Cb, it is possible assert 
that exists Ca pEquivalence Cb, i.e., Ca equivalent Cb, if and 
only if Ca 6=Cb and there is at least one Relation that links 
Instances which are equal and belong to the classes Ca and Cb. 
Furthermore, the scenario that was built must configure that all 
instances of the class Ca should be associated with the class 
Cb and all instances of the class Cb should be associated with 
the class Ca. In this case the relation cannot be determined 
automatically without the help of the modeler agent, since the 
relation can be an equivalence or (exclusive) inheritance. So, it 
is borne by the modeler agent to choose the type of relation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is observed that the relation with the condition of being a R 
equivalence will never be a R composition. R composition is a 
way to model the relationship between two classes through 
partitive and associative relation. In this type of relation the 
modeler agent indicates a ”name” to describe the semantics of 
the relation, unlike the inheritance and equivalence relations 
which the name is set by default as is-a and equivalent. 
Another particular element of this type of relation is the 
cardinality, which is obtained through the inference engine 
(more details section 3.4) based on the rules of the M-Mobi. 
The cardinality is defined as the minimum and maximum 
number of elements in a Relation. For example, for a 
composition Relation Ca has Cb(1,n), the modeler agent 
identified it with the name=”has”. The cardinality (minimum, 
maximum) was obtained through a set of relation between 
instances of the classes Ca and Cb established by the modeler 
agent. R composition is typified in four ways: unidirectional 
functional, unidirectional, bidirectional and symmetrical. 
Hereafter, each one of them is detailed. 
 
 R composition(unidirectional functional) is a relation in 

which given two classes Ca and Cb, it can be affirmed that 
there is a composition relation R composition 

Table 1. Types of function used in the inference engine. 
 

Type Description Formalization 

Symmetric Group It is a relation which the origin set is the 
same as the arrival set. Therefore, the class 
Ca and the class Cb are equals. 

R : Ca → Cb, such that Ca = Cb 

Functional An instance of a class Ca can only be 
associated with a maximum of one instance 
of the class Cb 

R : Ca → Cb, such that (∀Ia ∈ Ca)(∀Ib1 ∈ 
Cb)(∀Ib2 ∈ Cb)(r1(Ia,Ib1) ∧ r1(Ia,Ib2) → 
Ib1 = Ib2) 

Injective An instance of the class Cb can only be 
associated with a maximum of one instance 
of the class Ca 

R : Ca → Cb, such that (∀Ia ∈ Cb)(∀Ia1 ∈ 
Cb)(∀Ia2 ∈ Cb)(r1(Ia1,Ib) ∧ r1(Ia2,Ib) → 
Ia1 = Ia2) 

Total No instances can remain unassociated in the 
class Ca, i.e., all instances of the class Ca 
belong to a relation 

R : Ca → Cb, such that (∀Ia Cb) 
(r1(Ia,Ib))  

∈ Ca)(Ib ∈ 

Surjective No instances can remain unassociated in the 
class Cb, i.e., all instances of the class Cb 
belong to a relation 

R : Ca → Cb, such that (∀Ib 
Ca)(r1(Ia,Ib)) 

∈ Cb)(Ia ∈ 

Equal Instances There is only association between the same 
instances 

R : Ca → Cb, such that (∀Ia 
Cb)(∀r1(Ia,Ib) → Ia = Ib) 

∈ Ca)(∀Ib ∈ 

 
Table 2. Result of students master about the process of Modeling Ontology on ”Process of 

 Submission and Evaluation of Articles of Scientific Events”. 
 

Participants Modeling in Prot´eg´e Web-MOBI Editor 

Person 1 low (10/36) average (18/36) 
Person 2 average (13/36) average (17/36) 
Person 3 low (6/36) low (10/36) 
Person 4 average (13/36) high (27/36) 
Person 5 low (12/36) average (16/36) 
Person 6 low (8/36) average (14/36) 
Person 7 low (10/36) average (13/36) 
Person 8 low (12/36) average (16/36) 
Person 9 low (9/36) low (13/36) 
Person 10 low (8/36) low (10/36) 
Person 11 low (12/36) average (16/36) 

 
Table 3. Result of students PhD about the process of Modeling Ontology on ”Process of Submission and  

Evaluation of Articles of Scientific Events”. 
 

Participants Modeling in Prot´eg´e Web-MOBI Editor 

Person 1, 2 and 3 average (16/36) average (15/36) 
Person 4 and 5 high (26/36) high (26/36) 
Person 6 and 7 average (15/36) average (20/36) 
Person 8 and 9 average (17/36) high (11/36) 
Person 6 and 7 average (15/36) average (20/36) 
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(unidirectional functional) if and only if whatever the 
Instance of the class Ca it is related to one and only one 
Instance of class 

 R composition (unidirectional functional)) is a relation in 
which given two classes Ca and Cb, it can be affirmed that 
R composition (unidirectional) if and only if exists a 
Instance of the class Ca that is related to several Instance of 
the Class Cb. 

 R composition(bidirectional) is a relation that has an 
inverse, i.e., given two classes Ca and Cb, it can be 
affirmed that it is a bidirectional composition if and only if 
there is an outward relation between Instances of the 
classes Ca and Cb and there is a backward relation between 
Instances of classes Cb and Ca. In this type of relation the 
modeler agent should indicate the name of the outward 
Relation and the name of the backward Relation, i.e., a 
name to identify the Relation from Ca to Cb and another 
name to identify the Relation from Cb to Ca. For example, 
name=”has” and name inverse =”belongs to”, i.e., Ca has 
Cb and its inverse Cb belongs to Cb. A relation R 
composition (bidirectional) decomposes into two 
unidirectional properties, so all the settings made for 
composition, unidirectional functional and unidirectional 
relation are valid for bidirectional. 

 R composition (symmetrical) is a Relation that respects the 
same characteristics as the bidirectional composition 
relation with the particularity of identifying the outward 
and the backward names, therefore name = name inverse. 

 
In the next section, we explain how the M-Mobi is structured 
to infer the types of relations based on scenarios provided by 
the modeler agent. 
 
The inference engine of the M-MOBI: The main goal of the 
inference engine of the M-Mobi is to identify if a relation is of 
type R hierarchical,R equivalence and R composition. For this, 
the inference engine consists of a set rules created based on the 
types of functions: symmetric group, Functional, Injective, 
Total, surjective and Equal Instances (details in Table 1). This 
section is limited to present four rules of inference engine. The 
M-Mobi is based on the concept of mathematical induction 
which in principle searches through a partial specification to 
determine a general rule. In the case of the M-Mobi, the idea is 
to infer the types of relations of an ontology based on the 
modeled scenario and from associations between instances 
proposed by the modeler agent. Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) are 
presented four rules of the inference engine described by 
combining several types of functions presented in Table 1. The 
rules show how two sets of scenarios of association between 
instances can be used to achieve the type of relation. The rules 
R1 and R2 act in the Inheritance and Equivalence Relations 
respectively. For these two rules, there is a condition [Equal 
Instances] (There is only association between the same 
instances) combined with a ”no [Symmetric Group]” (It is not 
a relation which the origin set is the same as the arrival set). 
The combination of these two types of functions determine 
that a scenario with these model is not characterized as a 
composition, i.e., or it is an equivalence or it is inheritance. In 
the rule R2, the way to differentiate the Inheritance Relation 
from Equivalence Relation is the occurrence of the type of 
function ”no [total]” or (exclusive) ”no [Surjective]”. 
Therefore, it denotes a condition where there is at least an 
unassociated Instance in the Class Ca or (exclusive) there is at 
least an unassociated Instance in Class Cb (rule R2). 
Therefore, when there is a condition and the others are kept, 

the inference engine determines that the Relation is an 
Inheritance. Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) show two scenarios of 
association between instances that determine by using 
inference the composition relation and its cardinality 
(minimum and maximum). In the inference engine, the type of 
function ”no [Equal Instances]” (there was no association 
between instances equal) is used to determine that this relation 
is a composition (rule R3). Since the type of function [total] 
and [Surjective] determine the minimum cardinality of a 
Relation. 
 
(a) Rule R1 - Inheritance and (b) Rule R2 - Inheritance. Equivalence. 
(c) Rule R3 - Composition. (d) Rule R4-Composition. 

 

Fig. 5. Rules for inferring the Inheritance, Equivalence and 
Composition Relation. 

 

Detailing the rules to infer the types of relationship: 
Inheritance, Equivalence and Composition: 
 
 Rule R1 Inheritance and Equivalence (Fig. 5(a)) if (There 

is only association between the same instances [Equal 
Instances]) and (No instances can remain unassociated in 
the class Ca [Total]) and (No instances can remain 
unassociated in the class Cb [Surjective]) and no (It is a 
relation which the origin set is the same as the arrival set 
[Symmetric Group]) Then Ca kind of Cb, Cb kind−of Ca 
ou Ca equivalent Cb 

 Rule R2 Inheritance (Fig. 5(b)) if (There is only 
association between the same instances [Equal 
Instances]) and no (No instances can remain unassociated 
in the class Ca [Total]) and (No instances can remain 
unassociated in the class Cb [Surjective]) and ) and no (It 
is a relation which the origin set is the same as the arrival 
set [Symmetric Group]) Then Cb kind − of Ca 

 Rule R3 Composition ((Fig. 5(c)) if no (There is only 
association between the same instances [Equal 
Instances]) and not (No instances can remain 
unassociated in the class Ca [Total] and (No instances 
can remain unassociated in the class Cb [Surjective]) and 
(An instance of a class Ca can only be associated with a 
maximum of one instance of the class Cb [Functional]) 
and (An instance of the class Cb can only be associated 
with a maximum of one instance of the class 
Ca[Injective]) Then Ca {name} Cb(0,1), Cb 
{nameinverse} Ca(1,1) 

 Rule R4 Composition (Fig. 5(d)) if no (There is only 
association between the same instances [Equal 
Instances]) and (No instances can remain unassociated in 
the class Ca [Total] and (No instances can remain 
unassociated in the class Cb [Surjective]) and no (An 
instance of a class Ca can only be associated with a 
maximum of one instance of the class Cb [Functional]) 
and (An instance of the class Cb can only be associated 
with a maximum of one instance of the class 
Ca[Injective]) Then 

 

Ca {name} Cb(1,n), Cb {nameinverse} Ca(1,1) 
 

For example, in rule R3 there is a conjunction of two types of 
function ”no [total]” and [Surjective], i.e., there are 
unassociated Instances in class Ca and and all instances in 
Class Cb are associated, which provides that the minimum 
cardinality is between 0 Ca and Cb and, in the backward of the 
relation, the minimum cardinality is 1 (one), thus Ca [name] 
Cb(0,?) and Cb [inverse name] Ca(1,?). Therefore, when there 
are elements not associated with the minimum cardinality, it is 
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set as the types of function [Functional] and [Injective] 
determine the maximum cardinality of a relation. For example, 
in rule R3 all instances of the class Ca has the maximum of 1 
(one) association with Instances of Class Cb and all Instances 
of Class Cb has the maximum of 1 (one) association with 
Instances of class Ca, i.e, it is a [Functional] and [Injective] 
relation. The maximum cardinality in this scenario has the 
value 1 (one), so the relations of the rule R3 are Ca [name] 
|Cb(0,1) and Cb [inverse name] Ca(1,1). Similar to the rule 
R3, the rule R4 is a composition having a specificity of having 
a function type ”no [Functional]” which determines the 
maximum cardinality towards Ca to Cb has value n (many), so 
for R4 the Relation is Ca [name] Cb(1,n), Cb [inverse name] 
|Ca(1,1). 
 
Example of Modeling by using the Inference Engine: This 
section is partially modeled the Election Application Domain 
through the tool Web-Mobi Editor, demonstrating how the 
inference engine supports the modeler agent in this process. 
The Relations modeled in the tool exemplify the rules R1, R2 
and R4 which were detailed in the previous section. The rule 
R3 is not going to be shown, because it is similar to 
composition on R4, varying only what concerns about 
cardinality. For the Election domain is going to be modeled 
three relations: 
 
 Party equivalent PoliticalGroup, exemplifying the Rule 

R1(Equivalence); 
 Mayor kind-off Candidate, exemplifying the Rule R2 

(Inheritance); 
 Party has Candidate (0,n) and inverse Candidate affiliate 

Party (1,1), exemplifying the Rule R4 (Composition); 
 
 
 

The modeler agent initiates the modeling, in this example, by 
associating instances of parties and classifying as Party and 
PoliticalGroup. Automatically, the first association r1(PartyC, 
PartyC), the Editor already eliminates the option of 
composition of the relation types, due to existing a 
combination of [Equal Instances] and ”not [Symmetric 
Group]”. In this case, the modeler agent is who decides 
whether it is an equivalence or inheritance. The types of 
function and the elements of the relation Party equivale 
PoliticalGroup are: If {[Equal Instances] r1(iParty 1,iParty 1), 
r2(iParty 2,iParty 2) e r3(iParty 3,iParty 3)} and {[total] - No 
instances can remain unassociated in the class Party} and 
{[Surjective] - No instances can remain unassociated in the 
class PoliticalGroup} and {”no [Symmetric Group]” - The 
class Party is different class PoliticalGroup } Then Party 
equivalent PoliticalGroup. (Observe that in this case the agent 
modeler had to choose between Inheritance and Equivalence.) 
After that the modeler agent sets up a association scenario 
between instances applying rule R2 (Inheritance) presented 
Fig. 5(b) . In this case, the M-Mobi automatically indicates 
that the relation is inheritance. The types of functions and 
elements of the relation Mayor kind off Candidate are: If 
{[Equal Instances] r1(iMayor 1,iMayor 1) e r2(iMyor 
2,iMayor 2)} and {”no [Total]”- Instances iViceMayor 1 and 
iViceMayor 2 class Candidate are not associated} and 
{[Surjective] - No instances can remain unassociated in the 
class Mayor} and {”no [Symmetric Group]” - The class 
Candidate is different class Mayor} Then Mayor kind-off 
Candidate. Finally, the modeler agent sets up a Composition 
Relation scenario between instances adhered to rule R4 
(Composition), generating an outward Party has Candidat 
(1,n) and backward Candidate affiliate Party (1,1). 

Validation of the M-Mobi in a Practical Experiment: A 
controlled experiment was performed in order to validate the 
M-Mobi and it was structured through three steps in the 
following order: 
 
 A presentation about concepts of Conceptual Ontology 

Modeling to our participants. All concepts was presented 
without any tools. 

 A presentation about concepts of Conceptual Ontology 
Modeling to our participants. This time it was presented 
with the Prot´eg´e tool (method 101) and Web-MOBI 
Editor. 

 The participants modeled an Ontology for the process of 
submission and evaluation of articles of scientific events 
using the Prot´eg´e tool and Web-M-MOBI Editor tool. 

 
In the process of data collection was used triangulation 
strategy to obtain information through research questionnaires, 
review of the modeled elements and observation of the 
researchers. The focus groups were: (i) students master SENAI 
CIMATEC discipline Computational Modeling Program and 
Industrial Technology on 17, 18 and 19 June 2010; (ii) 
students of the Multi-institutional and multidisciplinary PhD in 
Knowledge Dissemination (UFBA, LNCC, UNEB, UEFS 
UFABC, IFBA and SENAI-CIMATEC) in the discipline 
”Representative System of Knowledge” on 17 and 24 
September and 01 October (2010) For the realization of 
practical experiment the modeling area was the Ontology for 
the Submission Process and Scientific Events Articles 
Assessment. The result for group of 11 students of the master’s 
program were: (i) in Method 1010 / Prot´eg´e, 9 reached the 
low assertiveness level and 2 reached the average level; (ii) in 
the M-MOBI, 2 participants reached the low assertiveness 
level 8 reached the average level 1 and reached the highest 
level. escrever que no questionrio de entrevista dodos se 
consideravam intermedirios em relao a atividade de 
modelagem conceitual. Processo foi realizado para alguns 
alunos em duplas para o mestrado O gabarito indicoi 36 
elementos de modelagem entre identificao de classes e relaes 
Escrever sobre as faixas de assertividade [1, 12] baixo; [13, 
24] mdio; [25, 36] alto In the tablet 2 present the result, 
summarize as: For the 1010 / Prot´eg´e method ,nine (9) 
students reached the low assertiveness level and two (2) 
reached the average level. For the M- MOBI method ,two (2) 
participants reached the low level of assertiveness ,eight (8) 
reached the average level and one (1) reached the highest 
level. In the tablet 3 present the result, summarize as: (i) A for 
method 1010 / Prot´eg´e ,no student has reached the low level 
of assertiveness ,seven (7) students reached the average level 
and two (2) students reached the highest level; (ii) For the M- 
MOBI ,two (2) students reached the low level of assertiveness 
,five (5) students reached the average level and two (2) 
students reached the highest level. The conclusion about the 
assertiveness’ level, making a qualitative analysis through the 
observations of the researchers, is that the two methods have 
similar results. In the quantitative analysis the MOBI’s result 
in the experiment proved better to the masters students in 55% 
of the modelings, the method 101 was better in 9% of the 
modelings, and in 36% of the modelings both had equality, see 
details in Table 2. In the quantitative analysis the MOBI’s 
result in the experiment proved better to the doctoral students 
in 11% of the modelings, and in 89% of the modelings both 
the methods were equals, see the results in details in Table 3. 
Participants reported that the M-MOBI helped in the validation 
of the relations due to construction of the scenarios. Many 
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participants related that they used the strategy of scenery’s 
building in your mind during the modeling’s process. Many 
participants related that they used the mental strategy of 
building the scenery during the modeling’s process. Therefore, 
they concluded that the M-MOBI materializes one step 
performed mentally, making easy the design of the model and 
reducing the abstraction’s level. 
 

Final Considerations 
 
In this article, we have presented a novel method for ontology 
modeling based on instances, detailing its process, formal 
elements and inference engine. To illustrate the applicability of 
the method and its feasibility was described an example of 
modeling, by a computational solution called Web-Mobi 
Editor, though which an essential feature of the proposed 
model, which differs from the methods and tools focused on 
the class paradigm (top-down), is the use of a component 
(Relation) for association between a group of instances as a 
basic element in the modeling process, i.e., a Bottom-up 
strategy. Therefore, it was sought to develop a simple method 
where the modeler agent (expert in the domain) creates the 
model by connecting only instances, materializing abstractions 
in the scenarios. To guide the modeler agent, it was produced 
an inference engine with the method’s premises. In the Web-
Mobi Editor, a type of relation is identified automatically (if it 
is Inheritance, Equivalence or Composition).  
 
In the case of a composition relation, it is even determined its 
cardinality. Thus, the tool utilizes the Relations automatic 
generation to build a vision (Top-down) of the model by 
merging the Bottom-up and Top-down strategies. Finally, it is 
emphasized the area of research in the modeling field, a spot 
that is still opened is the strategy of how it is possible to 
evolve the ontology, attending to the natural process dynamics 
of the understanding enrichment of a domain.  Changes in the 
modeling process are common and it may occur due to 
variations in the domain or new mediation made by the 
modeler agent. This is another innovative point of the method 
that enables this dynamic of the knowledge evolution of a 
modeled domain enunciated by Liang (2005). In the M-Mobi, 
the instances are unique and the occasional mutability is made 
only in the context of their classification. The M-Mobi allows 
through a change of scenery (associations between instances), 
the classes’ structures and their axioms can change without 
much effort for modeler agent. This is due to the process of 
automatic generation of the structures of a model through the 
M-Mobi’s inference engine. 
 
Finally, it is expected that the impact of the proposed of the M-
Mobi can influence the emergence of new methodologies and 
editors and or extension of the existing ones. Future research 
should to test the M-Mobi’s conceptual schema, the work of 
Tort and Oliv Tort & Oliv´e (2010) provides some approaches. 
We also propose a future work for extension of the M-Mobi 
aiming a development environment that integrate modeling 
and programming, permitting to user develop a generic and 
platform independent business rule. So, it is necessary creating 
a programming language to the M-Mobi and use a process 
converting the model and the logic into specific languages, the 
works (Luo et al., 2013) and (Ravent´os & Ovil´e, 2008) show 
some ways to do it. 
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